
lntelligent Problem
Solving Environment

lntelligent Problem Solving Environment
mileET belongs to the class of
constructivistic learning environments
based on ISP-DL-Theory (lmpasse-
Success-Problem-Solving-Driven-
Learning), a cognitive meta-learning
theory

IPSE mileET should help the student to
acquire procedural knowledge from the
domain of principles of electrical
engineering.

The system offers a set o{ domain
relevant tasks. The adaptive help is
created by a knowledge based assistant.
This assistant is able to solve the tasks
and to analyse the students' proposals.
Therefore, it is able to respond adaptively
to students' hypotheses.
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Tosk qnd Knowledge Modeling Working with mileET
Hypotheses Testing ond
Adopted Help in mileET

Tosk Modeling

ln miieET supported tasks
can be understood as
relations over the sets of
circuits (C), parameters (P),
mathematical equations (M),
and concepts and formulas
(cF).

The sets P.C and lvl can be
derived from each other by
the application of concepts
CF. This derivation
represents the task solving
process of an expert and
can be produced in our
IPSE by means of gmr.

Knowledge N/odeling

The essential eletrical engineering
knowledge is represented in the mileET
knowledge base by means of goals-means-
relations (gmr). ln order to get many
possible solutions the gmr-rules are very
fine grained. They can be combined to get a
great number of different solulions, also
"unusual" ones.
Owing to GMR the system is able to
examine hypotheses of the students and to
complete solution drafts if possible if
necessary

A special teacher mode enables teachers
to prepare new tasks based on the CF
from mileET.

These special formated tasks (*.xml) can
be loaded in mileET. The worksheet
contains the initial state of the task.

Solving the task, the student can transform
the circuit and copy the different circuit
states into the worksheet. He can write
formulas and annotätions, too. The
worksheet with the learner's solution
proposal can be saved.

The correctness of a hypothesis is proved
by comparing the student's solution with
system generated ones.
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The student may ask the system for
evaluation of his proposal even if this
proposal is incomplete.

The system gives positive feedback only if
the hypothesis can be embedded in a
correct solution. ln this case the solution
trace completing the user's proposalwill be
given. lf the student lacks declarative
knowledge, he can start the web-based
learning modules of the partner


